
Woodland Fairy House 

● Take your paper cup and using a black marker draw on the outline of the doors and windows 

● Add more detail and color, Take some time to add more color to your fairy house. In the photo they 

used brown colored pencils to color the whole cup and then to draw lines for the knots and lines of 

the wood. You can make your fairy houses as decorative as you like. 

● Next, make your roof. Decide how large you want your roof to be, you can use a lid or a small round 

plate to trace to make a circle. You will use your piece of cardstock for this. After you cut out your 

circle, cut a line to the center and roll the two sides of your circle together to make a cone. Glue, 

staple or tape the edges together. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

● Cut out felt to cover the roof. Lay your cone on top of the piece of felt and cut a circle a bit larger 

than the cone. Cut a line to the center as you did with the cardstock.  Cut around the edges of your 

roof. You don’t need to cut a neat edge. Wavy lines make your roof look more like a natural 

toadstool.  

● Next cut some felt circles to add to your roof. Glue them in place.  

● Glue your felt to your cardstock cone and then glue the roof on top of the paper cup.  

● You can make a chimney by cutting a small rectangle of felt and rolling it into a tube. You can then 

stick it on top of the roof. 

● Your magical woodland fairy house is almost ready. You can add some finishing touches by drawing 

on leaves or climbing plants with a green pen or adding any other embellishments you like. 

 

 

  

 

 

 



Materials:  1-  3 1/2  in tall cup, 1 piece of Card Stock, White Glue or Tacky Glue, 

Felt (at least 2 different color pieces) Pencil, Scissors, Tape optional 

Since paper cups are not easy to find we modified this project a little. Included in 

this kit is a template for you to use, just follow instructions to complete your 

project. Refer to original instructions as needed. 

*If you let your paper dry after gluing it to the cup it will be easier to color and 

decorate. 




